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Yes Gallery is proud to present “Equality Now” an bene�t and exhibition featuring works by Lara Pacillio, curated 
by Lesley Doukhowetzky. "�e world of equality is the world of legal oppression, a unidimensional world; the world 
of di�erences is the world where [...] oppression yields to respect of diversity and variety of life. Equality between 
genders is the dress with overwhelming of women is disguised"Carla Lonzi.

Lara Pacilio work pushes away how the media portrays women and depicts the pain in which women go through in 
the real world. Her work dose not show women as these elegant �gures in attractive posses. Instead the artist takes 
on a whole di�erent direction in exposing what women often go through in life. With the use of realism the work 
can be describe as sensual yet bold and very graphic with its images showing the pains and struggles of  women. She 
uses unconventional tools such as iron and covered wooden �gures.

At an early age Pacilio traveled around the world with her family and one place she spent her childhood in was 
Africa. It becomes quite noticeable that most of her traveling has been used as tool in giving her inspiration for her 
pieces. Pacilio tells us not only about herself and her experiences, but also about a whole category of art informing us 
with a language sometimes extremely explicit, depicting problems linked to the gender di�erences which are still 
numerous and of di�cult solution. 

Nowadays women are de�ned legally equal to men, but this is an ideological attempt to enslave them at higher levels 
of the society and job market. Freedom for women is not living the role men are accustomed living them to, but to 
create mutual respect based on equality. 

By donating to this cause we can get closer to achieving this goal.

 


